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What Makes Us Different

We Know the
Products You
Sell...

We are not furniture dealers. What we offer
are are customized solutions to problems you
and your clients encounter on a daily basis in
regards to workspace challenges.

What RZ Can Do For You
While Major Manufacturers offer one-size-fits-

Company History

Bruce Peristere purchased Recovery
Zone , the division he headed for 15
years, from office furniture giant Revest
Northeast (a division of BKM) in 2012.
Begun in the late 80’s primarily to recover office furniture, Recovery Zone
eventually expanded to include recovery
of Medical and Dental Equipment, becoming the vendor of choice for the local
Hartford area Hospitals.
In the early 2000s Recovery Zone expanded from upholstery services to include Acoustical Paneling, Desk Dividers and Tackbboards as part of their
Product Line. Today, Recovery Zone is
two distinct entities Upholstery Services
and Acoustic Paneling / Tackboards.
In 2016 Recovery Zone expanded into
its own location at 95 Hilliard Street.

all solutions to workspace challenges we know
that isn’t always the case. We allow you the
flexibility to customize when a custom solution
is the best answer. We allow you the ability to
find lower-cost alternatives when budget is a
consideration. We allow you to adjust on-thefly when the clients changes his mind. We can
reverse-engineer any manufacturer’s product
to come up with a better, more cost-effective
alternative. We are a one-stop-shop that can
help you satisfy a client with everything from
conceptualization, to delivery and installation.
We afford you the opportunity to do what you
do best - satisfying the customer.
• No Job Too Large
• Free No-Obligation Quotes
• Fast Turnaround
• 10,000 Square-Foot Facility
• Locally Owned & Operated
• Pickup & Delivery / Mobile Services
• 2-Year Warranty on Workmanship
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Rigid Fiberglass Core
Resin Hardened Edge

SoundLite Acoustic
Paneling
Placing Acoustic Panels on walls or ceilings is
the best way to eliminate echo, reverb and reduce overall ambient noise in any room. Common sound issues are caused mostly by sound
waves reflecting off walls. Therefore strategically placing acoustical panels on your known
reflection points will not only effectively clean
up the sound in the room, but the right amount
will eliminate all echo and noise issues. With
over 100 colors to choose from and virtually
unlimited possibilities with our full color graphic
image printing, your acoustic treatment will not
only take care of your sound issues, but add
extra flair and style to your space’s decor.

Medium Density
Fiberboard Backing
Guilford of Maine
Acoustically Rated Fabric
SoundLite Acoustical Panels are
100 % tackable!
Square

Radius

Bevel

Choice of Edge

SoundLite Acoustic Panels are
available in choice of 3 edges
at no additional cost. Specify
when ordering.

Built to Last
Soundlite Acoustical Panels are constructed
of fiberglass wrapped in fabric. Therefore they
are lightweight, yet durable. All fiberglass core
edges are impregnated with water-based penetrating sealer designed to stiffen the edges.
For a nominal charge a chemically hardened
edge can be added for a cleaner edge and
more durable product.

Unlimited Possibilities
Our acoustical panels can be customized in
nearly limitless ways to match any existing
décor. Fabrics come in 45 Standard Colors
with unlimited custom colors, patterns also
available.

www.recoverz.com 860.783.5301 customerservice@recoverz.com
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Sound Absorption Coefficients
1-inch panels

2-inch panels

1/3 Octave
Band Center
Frequency
(Hertz)

Absorption
Coefficient
(Sabins/m <)

1/3 Octave
Band Center
Frequency
(Hertz)

Absorption
Coefficient
(Sabins/m <)

200

0.20

200

0.66

250

0.28

250

0.82

315

0.42

315

1.00

400

0.57

400

1.05

500

0.75

500

1.13

630

0.87

630

1.09

800

0.96

800

1.09

1000

1.03

1000

1.08

1250

1.05

1250

1.05

1600

1.05

1600

1.05

2000

1.05

2000

1.05

2500

1.05

2500

1.04

SAA = 0.77
NRC = 0.80

SAA = 1.01
NRC = 1.00

How much noise will they actually control?
Acoustical Absorption in fiberglass varies
with the density and material thickness of the
panel. Recovery Zone offers a standard 1” or
2” thick panels with a rated material density of
6 pounds per cubic foot. Custom sizes may be
available on request. These panels were tested
as a complete assembly in accordance with
ASTM C 423-99a. The value of sound absorption average (SAA) and the noise reduction
coefficient (NRC) for the 1”-panel are .77 and
.80 respectively. The values of SAA and NRC
for the 2” panel are 1.01 and 1.0 respectively.

Are they Fire Rated?
Yes, flammability was conducted as a complete
assembly in accordance with ASTM E-84-01
using Guilford of Maine FR-701 Fabric. The assembly meets a flame spread index of 25 and
smoke index of 50.
Click to learn more about fire Ratings.

What about existing electrical outlets and wiring?
Not a problem. Our acoustical panels can be designed to accommodate any number of “obstacles.” Professional installers
can handle all aspects of electrical work if needed.
Are they difficult to install?
No. Ease of use is a hallmark of Recovery Zone’s
Soundlite Acoustical Panels. These panels are lightweight, easy to handle and can be mounted on a variety
of surfaces such as walls, filing cabinets, ceilings or any
verticle surface which will allow for installation with a
variety of mounting hardware.
Are they permanent or temporary?
Both. Our acoustical panels can be designed
either permanent or temporary installation. Can be
mounted in a variety of ways including wall, ceiling, hanging, etc.

Are they difficult to install?
No. Ease of use is a hallmark of Recovery
Zone’s Soundlite Acoustical Panels. These
panels are lightweight, easy to handle and can
be mounted on a variety of surfaces such as
walls, filing cabinets, ceilings or any verticle
surface which will allow for installation with a
variety of mounting hardware.
Will installation cause any structural
damage?
Absolutely not. Our acoustical panels are designed for semi-permanent installation and can
be mounted in a variety of ways that will not
damage any existing structure.

www.recoverz.com 860.783.5301 customerservice@recoverz.com
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Acoustical Panel Application Guide
Attaching to

Recommended Device
(Supplied by Installer)

FOR CEILING INSTALLATION:

Wood

Metal Clip with screws or
Velcro

flush mounted with Permanent Anchor System.

Sheetrock

Metal Clip, screws and anchors

Z-BAR INSTALLATION:

Can be hung from a hook and wire system or

Can be installed professionally on-site at an
additional cost.

Metal (filing cabinets,etc.)

Magnetic

Glass

Velcro or double-sided tape

ACCOMODATING ELECTRICAL WIRING

Masonry

Metal clip

AND OTHER OBSTACLES:

Alternative

Construction Adhesive (not
supplied)

Alternative

Z-Bar (supplied at additional
cost)

Designed for WALL-MOUNTED applications.

CAUTION!!! SoundLite Acoustical
Panels WILL NOT hold a screw.
Backing is too soft to support a screw.

A “WIRE-WAY” can be added to any panel at
an additional $8 per panel.
IMPORTANT: If a Wire-Way is needed a
schematic is required that specifies where and
on which panels they are required. Panel Style
numbers and desired quantity of wire-ways
need to be specified on purchase order.
For questions or additional information regarding wire-ways please contact Recovery Zone.

Side-view of Wire-Way

Wire-Way cutouts are 2” wide
and ½” deep

www.recoverz.com 860.783.5301 customerservice@recoverz.com
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STANDARD ACOUSTIC
PANELS
• 1” or 2” Thicknesses
• Thousands of Colors and Patterns
• Sizes from 1’ x 1’ to 4’ x 8’

CUSTOM ACOUSTIC
PANELS
When people think of acoustic paneling a
“square” is usually what comes to mind. But
standard isn’t what we do at RZ. What we can
design is only limited by your imagination.
Enhance your interior environment on multiple
levels with custom-made panels.
• Add logos or corporate themes
• Text and graphics
• Custom shapes and silhouettes

www.recoverz.com 860.783.5301 customerservice@recoverz.com
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HANGING BAFFLE
Hanging Baffles are an economical way to
reduce sound pressure levels and lower reverberation. They are effective in small spaces
to block sound where there are gaps between
walls and ceilings or in any large spaces where
sound control is an issue and a drop ceiling is
not feasible.
These baffles are easily suspended from existing open truss and pre-engineered suspension
systems. They are designed to hang freely, allowing free flow of air and integrate exceptionally well with existing sprinklers, lighting and
HVAC systems.

www.recoverz.com 860.783.5301 customerservice@recoverz.com
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CLOUD BAFFLE
Unlike a hanging baffle that is typically
suspended perpendicular to the ceiling,
the Acoustic Hanging Cloud is a 1-sided
acoustical panel that can be hung parallel
to the ceiling or at any other angle. It is
often used where a hard reflective ceiling
is exposed, but pipes and ductwork on
the ceiling do not leave enough room for
direct ceiling attachment. These acoustic
hanging cloud panels can be suspended
via wire, chain or cable below the pipes
and ductwork.
Additional design elements can be added
to a room by making the hanging clouds
in a non-standard shape, or by hanging
them at angles other than parallel
to the ceiling.
Round Clouds

Square Cloud

www.recoverz.com 860.783.5301 customerservice@recoverz.com
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WINDOW FILLER
PANELS
Window Filler Panels are an economical way
to reduce or eliminate sight lines into areas of
an office that need to be private without altering
the physical structure.
Additionally, RZ Window Panels maintain an
acoustic quality, helping to reduce conversational or mechanical noise. They are perfect for
conference rooms, interview areas, classrooms,
breakrooms, etc.
RZ Window Panels are a non-permanent space
solution and can be added or removed with
relative ease. They are also 100% tackable and
can double as a bulletin boards or posting area.
• Panels can be “press-fit” into most any
frame.
• No need for hardware
• No need for drilling or damaging to wall
surfaces or window frames.
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CORNICE & VALANCE BAFFLE
Valance Baffles are a quick and easy way to hide unsightly
hardware and reduce any applicable noise associated with that
equipment. RZ Valance Baffles add a decorative and sound
dampening quality to any interior space. These panels are also
100% tackable. Can be “press-fit” around existing moulding for
ease of installation and can be removed with ease to access
hardware beneath.
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PANEL STACKER
Panel Stackers are an economical way to
reduce or eliminate sight lines into areas of an
office that require extra privacy, such as workstations that may contain sensitive information.
RZ Panel Stackers offer sound absorption
qualities, designed to keep private conversations private. They are also inherently tackable,
and can increase the organizational efficiency
of a workstation by offering more postable
space.
RZ Panel stackers are a non-permanent space
solution and can be added to or removed from
existing cubicle paneling without the need for
professional installation or hardware.

After
Sightlines into workspace are
now obscured.

Before
Notice how monitor, files and
papers are in clear view of
passers-by.

www.recoverz.com 860.783.5301 customerservice@recoverz.com
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DOOR PANEL
Door panels are an economical way to reduce
or eliminate sight lines into areas of
an office that are unattractive or may contain
sensitive equipment or confidential materials
PRIVATE
AUTHORIZED ACCESS ONLY

without replacing or damaging the existing
doorway.
Additionally, RZ Door Panels maintain an
acoustic quality, helping to dampen equipment noise or keep confidential conversations
private. They are perfect for human resource
offices, medical consultation rooms, server and
database equipment closets, etc.
These panels are also 100% tackable
and can double as a bulletin board or notice
posting area.

After
Equipment is now concealed. Not only
has data security been improved but the
aesthetic is cleaner and more formal.

Before
Notice server and database
equipment are visible. This
leaves data security vulnerable.

www.recoverz.com 860.783.5301 customerservice@recoverz.com
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MODESTY PANEL
RZ Modesty Panels are an economical way to
add an extra measure of privacy and security
to any desk or worksurface.
Customizable to nearly any size or shape, a
modesty panel offers increased security, allowing the user to store personal items, such
as purses, out of site. RZ Modesty Panels are
available in a wide range of colors and styles
improving the aesthetics of any office interior
while hiding the array of wiring under a work
surface from the ubiquitous computer and
helping to secure the computer itself.
Additionally RZ Modesty Panels are also 100%
tackable and can help maximize square-footage of a workspace. Made from the same
materials as our acoustic panels, RZ Privacy
Panels will also help reduce noise.

Raised Modesty Panels increase
the security and usability of a
workstation.
Many pre-fabricated
workstations are inadequate at
providing enough privacy and
security for its users.
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PRIVACY PANEL
When office space is limited RZ privacy panels
are a space-saving solution. RZ privacy panels
can be configured in numerous ways to help
delineate separate departments and maintain
privacy between workstations.
Configurable privacy panels work great in
collaborative and open space environments,
training areas, lobby or lounge areas. Custom
design elements let you use the moveable
panels to create a work space that compliments both traditional office décor, as well as
enhancing a modern or contemporary office
look.
Additionally RZ Privacy Panels are also 100%
tackable and can help maximize square-footage of a workspace. Made from the same
materials as our acoustic panels, RZ Privacy
Panels will also help reduce conversational
noise.
• Keep valuable items such as tablets and
laptops out of view.
• Keep valuable data such as credit card info
out of view.
• Create privacy in open floor plan work
spaces
• Fully tackable - increases effeciency
• Fully Customizable to any interior
environment

www.recoverz.com 860.783.5301 customerservice@recoverz.com
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ANGLED BAFFLES
Angled Baffles are acoustic paneling designed
to improve sound quality by reflecting sound
waves away from corners and hard ceiling
materials where they tend to reverberate most.
Angled Baffles are also effective at preventing
noise trandmission through the ceiling cavity
between offices and other rooms.
Uniquely suited to both new and retro fits,
angled baffles can be easily installed around
existing services. Angled Baffles can be custom designed to fit virtually any space and tend
to work best when used as part of a stacked
baffle system.

www.recoverz.com 860.783.5301 customerservice@recoverz.com
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TACKBOARDS
RZ Tackboards are a great way to add
functionality to any interior space. Our standard tackboards are durable, sustainable and
attractive. Available with an almost unlimited
array of fabric coverings, they will complement
any interior space.
Use them in offices, conference rooms,
modular workstations, hallways and any area
you need a tackboard. Made with a rigid fiberglass core and backed with medium-density
fiberboard, these tackboards hold extremely
well and can be tacked repeatedly with no
degradation in performance.
Our tackboards can be covered to match any

Premium
Guilford of
Maine Acoustic
Quality Fabric
1/8” Cork
1” Rigid
Fiberglass Core

Standard
Guilford of
Maine Acoustic
Quality Fabric

existing decor or theme. Custom artwork, logos
or graphics can be added as well.

3 Grades of Tackboard
- Premium

1/2” Fiberboard

- Standard

1/4” MDF Backing

- Value*

1/4” MDF Backing

All our Tackboards are CUSTOM Made
to YOUR SPECIFICATION!

We can match any

Commercial
Tackboard

and
we’ll beat the price!

*Value Board = Fabric wrapped Homasote Pinnacle board. No Backing.
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TACKBOARDS
• Can fit any shape, including those that are
irregular.
• Multiple attachment options; permanent or
temporary
• Custom graphics; logos, symbols, photos,
artwork, text and corporate themes
• Custom Shapes and designs
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Fully Compatible with
Major Manufacturer
Office Systems!

DESK DIVIDERS
A space-saving solution for open-floor plan and
collaborative work environments. Our Custommade desk dividers can be easily installed for
privacy and easily removed for collaboration.
Custom-made hardware keeps divider secure
to desktop while allowing for easy removal.
• Easy to take on and off
• Customizable to any size or shape desk
• Variety of fabrics & styles to match any decor
• Heavy-duty fiberboard construction
• Fully Tackable

Desk Dividers can also be freestanding.
Panel is attached to a footed based.
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